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INTRODUCTION

To think of writing a poem is a kind of disease,

the act of structuring the poem, a purge,

and the finished poem, a visible scar of memory.

Where the wounds are deep, a poet weaves a

tortured web of words; elsewhere the marks are

smoother, the scars less salient. But memory

does not shun imagination. In "June, 1982,"

concrete memory and what I once imagined on a

Mesa Verde rim are blended, and I hope, related.

But my poems are not entirely autobiographical.

In "Writ on the Day that Henry Fonda Died," for

instance, I am not the male persona of the poem.

Some poems are merely games to play because of

sounds the words create, as in "New Fun." Or

poems can be begun because of fascination with a

word, as I did with Serengeti--I built a hane to

house it in. And even if these poems lie on a

shelf unread, still I've had the joy of saying

what I've said.

1
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Birth

Picture this: a black velvet shawl

spangled here and there with star-cut jewels,

and among the gaudy brilliants, one sapphire sphere.

Picture now; the shawl, spiralling,

above a pair of eyes, their gaze following

at dream-gait pace the orbiting of each galactic gem.

Lastly this; the velvet shawl expands

and countless grow the jewels in deepening black;

burning eyes turn inward, and I am.
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1943

In a moment of memory I am--not was--

nine years old. The day is hot,

and my family, poor. I wear a sunsuit

my mother made from printed flour-sacks

the year before. I straddle a swing

my father hung from the big elm tree

out back. Heat and sweat glue me to the board,

and when I move, it seems to pinch my thighs.

By swinging laterally I can reach the grapevines

which grow along the nearby fence.

The air is still; the heat, intense.

Even my mother is slumped on the porch

with a glass of iced tea clamped to her head.

The chickens lie voiceless with parted beaks

in the shade of the henhouse on the other side

of the vine-laden fence. With sluggish buzz

a few small bees inspect the vicinity.

I glide into the vines to pluck a grape,

and slipping backward, bite into its lucid flesh,

absorbed with its sweetness after the bitter,

purple skin, and with the seeds remaining in

the half-eaten fruit. Somehow it seems important

that I should know why those seeds are there.
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Of Conversations with Myself

A poet lives in me, and I speak to her

with thee, thou, thy, and thine.

"Doesn't everyone?" I asked a friend of mine.

"Not met" he said and looked at me askance,

as if my doing so was extravagance

of language he'd not tolerate.

But why? French has retained

her pronouns of familiar case.

And English used to know such grace a

it still exists in Biblical as well

as in some pulpit prayers.

And who is more familiar to myself

than another part of me?

(Perhaps I was an only child too long.)

And so in spite of him I shall continue to converse

in such a mode "Will thee write thy verse

with me today?" She'll answer softly "yea"

or "nay," and will not give the game away.

She lives in solitary shelter--her home

somewhere deep inside my form.

There she waits and watches, through my sorrel eyes,

the passers-by, those who, like my querulous friend,

walk by me unsuspecting. Few has she admitted

to her side, for she is timid

jrio stanza break/
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and the world is not.

Yet he with whom I talked had heard her voice,

had even spoken well of her to me.

I see this case is more than I can bear;

she writes this poem to satisfy his dare.
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A Poet's Images

Bold Quixotes of familiar face

who sally forth in great array

far in advance of their

human counterpart.
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Midnight Poet

One family member cannot sleep.

She sits abed with flashlight beam

quick-stretched from left to right.

Positioned so, she peoples night

and guides her black-line army

onto fields of white.

The sounds, like cannon in the silence,

never even wake her mate.
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The Parting

There, in the snow at the end of a word

were your angel marks left in a drift,

and on the green park-bench nearby

new snow melted where the wood was warm.

Had I not loved you

I would have set the snow ablush with oaths

and stomped both drift and angel underheel.

Instead I gathered snowflakes, gently,

and erased your angel wings.
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Divorce

When fast the ice and fierce the wind

and savage Northers ram my breath

back in my face and up my sweater sleeves,

and standing still invites entrapment where

we stand in frozen tracks,

and whispers crack

in brittle air, obscuring what is said

and what is heard, how can the heart

be warmed with sweet and long forgotten spring?

(The one we thought would never be

beyond remembering. )
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Prayer

Help me, Lord.

I've cried enough.

I've turned the gas fumes off

for my sons' sakes.

Nightgowned for sorrow I sit alone

and watch a dauntless spider build

her bridges, bureau to baseboard.

Weekly I have destroyed her gossamer webs

with feather duster or with machine

that sucked her hoary haven

into bagged oblivion.

Does she never ask for heavenly aid?

Does she ever pray to die as I?

Or does she spin renewed with hope each week?

What would she say to me if she could speak?

Do you, Lord, speak through spiders to my agony?
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Getupandgo

goingoingoingone
growingrowingrowingup
gettingettingettingon
goingoingoingone
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W. S. C.

From the plains she wrote of pioneers,

their accents thick as soddy walls,

their hearts as vibrant as the prairie grass,

and of their slow-paced, undulating lives.

She wrote of men who dreamed of rails

across a continent, of artists much too gentle

to live among the rams and bulls of free enterprise,

of missionaries who spread love instead of fear,

as well as those who were themselves a blasphemy.

She wrote of snobbish girls whose muscles

never moved within their clothes,

and of more natural women, too:

strong women--women like herself,

hewn from the sod on treeless hills

and shaped by relentless elements

and time and other people.

Her women walk the way of Hester Prynne

but in a later hour. Her novels are, I think,

more memorable than Hemingway's, and more

American. I find them blooming radiantly white

as will a cactus in Nebraska sand.
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Invaded World

It was enough,

she thought, to live apart

in her safe, dwarfed world,

but he said there was more.

He carried her,

protesting with no vigor,

into his room--

a room not unlike her own.

He reawakened

in her all Promethean hope

which she had willed to sleep

behind her locked and private door.

Awakened, she felt

younger than was allowable

by the starched world's standards

for one of her generation.

Yet, wrapped in

the crazy-quiet-quilt

of his rainbow arms

she had to ask,

"Doesn't it bother you that I'm older?"

You were only born first,"

was his answer.

It was enough.
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"A word spoken in due season, how good is it"

Proverbs 15:23

With grape-skin crown

and abundant belt-line

he was forty-five at least.

Yet he wore his immaturity

as if it were a merit badge

and not an albatross.

He stood before me, his silhouette

a geometric pattern against the candlelight:

his legs, an inverted V;

arms akimbo.

"If you were a real woman,"

he said to me, "you'd be

sensitive to my needs."

"I'm afraid I'm out of lollipops,"

I said, and left him standing there.
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Comment

The concert was billed, "By Subotnik,"

and the maestro was almost hypnotic.

The music, so-called,

left me slightly appalled,

so my comments can only be caustic.
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Choices

He named her Eve when she touched the silver sun

that was his hair and flared all golden

in the sunset of his glance.

But he made choices she could not ignore

and stepped his daily rounds

on pathways too removed from light

for her to follow.

He said his dusky walks

were brightened by sun-walking with his Eve,

while those who shared his shadows

thought him mad.

She chose to walk apart; she was a mother, too,

and had to keep to sun-streaked roads,

for children reared in shadows

cannot learn to burn.

He chose the shaded shelters; she, unbridled glare.

She seems still to walk in sunlight, and few will know

her darkened, hollow heart may never love another so.
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Betrayal

She remembers

an automobile and rain splattered

on the windshield, her heart shattered

with each slivered word he spoke,

and him with lifted coffee cup

gazing through the glass,

his eyes of innoxious blue

averted from her guileless stare.

She remembers him

shifting heavily on the seat

beside her, with unvoiced questions

hanging in the air between them.

"I cannot marry you," he said,

"I have a wife."

She remembers herself

removing the bright red scarf she wore

under her collar for use as handkerchief

while listening, wretched and retching,

her body folded nearly to the floor.

She remembers amid

the splattering and the shattering

and the terrible screaming silences,

the swish, swish, swish of the windshield

wipers, and the narrow white line

down the winding road.
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The Edge of Insanity

Plummeting down, down, down,

I am the last parachutist falling from this plane.

Snapi The parachute arcs open, jerks my body,

and floats me gently downward.

A cloud lies in my path.

Shall I glide easily through?

First my feet are gone.

Soon only my head remains in sight.

Finally submerged, I awaken to a world

of glittering light.

Lost in the sparkling fog I long both to stay

and to emerge. Eventually I must;

but the parachute clings to the cloud,

envelops the cloud-mbecomes the cloud.

I hang, suspended in space.
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For T. J. S.

Noiseless, the implosion of my psyche

was both sudden and intense.

But my shattered ego did not fall apart in shards

like ancient pottery. It vaporized

and spread its mangled molecules throughout my form.

There was no refuge. Each single nerve

needled its neighbor until my gut rebelled.

Nor was my brain completely numb; it throbbed

with each wrenched heartbeat and magnified the sound

and fury of my pulse. Like Pavlov's dogs,

my legs and fingers went about their work

from years of learned behavior.

But my two eyes had nowhere they would look and see.

The mist of me was cloudy in their gaze.

Then through my densest fog knifed a beacon touch

from pastoral hands which held the torch of love,

from lips which spoke with flaming faith.

Those words like tar, calescent in the sun,

burned off the mist to bake me wholly new.

He fired me as a jar within a kiln--

freshly hardened for God's purposes to fill.
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Photographic Art

At my easel in the darkroom

I can make the sun any size

I wish--and any color.

I might silhouette a cow

against a moon, or place

her over it or in it,

or change the cow to cat

or dog or fowl.

I can soften focus

to a hazy mass

or make so sharp a print

the veins of leaves are clear.

I can create an animal

with a horse's head,

an armadillo's body,

and a rooster's tail.

I could eliminate the wrinkles

from my great-aunt's face,

but I will not do it.

Let her live with crinkles,

in frame or out.

I can make a children's playground

appear to be a Martian landscape.

I can make art from a junkyard setting

/no stanza breale/
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and sell it, too. I have

I breathe fantasies to life

on Kodak paper--black and white or color.

One could do worse than be

a dabbler in darkroom chemistry.
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Death Came

Only a shadow apart

he and I

and yet the night seems cold

and dismal.

Only an echo away

he and I

and still the day is bleak

and empty.

No joy nor laughter--

only tears

and mythopoeic memories

shroud his form.

O God, defer the sun

no longer;

I cannot find a path

to follow.
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Of Bob and Me: Mutatis Mutandis

or

The Male in the Post Office

As the world warps time and space

in its spiral journey around the sun,

so I would make my mark one day.

The swarming atoms moving me would warp

another's sphere, although the place

was here upon the earth, and in a most

unlikely spots a campus student union.

I'd gone to post my office mail; I saw

him watching me. No others in the postal line

saw hurtling worlds collide,

nor heard our clash of galaxies,

nor smelled the odor of our scorched

and flaming stars, nor felt the shock of impact

we exserted; and from that instant

we were impelled toward fusion.

Each of us so marks and moves his world

and alters orbits other than his own.

So marked and moved, others mark and move,

and marking, moving mortals sometimes meld.
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New Fun,

There was a mun who had a wun, a dun,

and a big hun with a big sun-pun.

He lost his wun and dun

but he kept his hun and big sun-pun.

In the same city there lived another wun

who had three cuns but she had no mun.

She, too, had a hun

but no sun-pun.

When these two wed, she left her hun

and took her three cuns to his hun

with the big sun-pun.

Now the fun of five have another hun

with no sun-pun.

But they're a happy fun.
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My Silver Flatware

My silver is--gone--

mislaid,

stolen.

No one to blame;

no one to chide.

But rage remained,

somewhat restrained,

contained inside.

Outrageous flame,

golden,

you'll fade

as the silver, and be gone.
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A Letter from Marc

It began, "'Dear Fambly."

Two paragraphs, two pages.

He wrote of Andrew Carrs

(a man he'd met)

whose life was like the

empty instant-coffee jars

amid the debris of the room

the old man occupied.

He said he gave $5

to the aging crooner

(it had come to that)--

chiding his own responses,

denying his own needs

to favor the dying man.

In the other paragraph

he wrote of his own activity

in the sentinel city--

neck-arched walks,

fragmented practicing,

infrequent gigs.

His letter ended, "I think

I'll take a walk in the park.

Love, Marc."'
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I Spend My Days

I spend my days ordering chaos.

When I arise, the rumpled sheets upon my bed

are smoothed and covered over by an oriental spread

which yellows all my mornings and my nights.

The Wheat-Chex bowl is filled, and yellow fruit

is added, neatly scored in sixteen rounds;

but first the grapefruit, halved and eaten;

finally coffee, black, unbleached by milk.

Second in the bathroom, I tidy everywhere

an unordered man has left his own debris

to the presumed wattage of woman's work.

Then, in the ritual of practice, I wash away

my face of yesterday, that today's might be applied;

my body's draped and camouflaged to meet

confusion in a larger world.

And in that world of gray and slotted time,

words are organized and moved into position,

awaiting ripe-red moments of bombardment.

I've learned to dodge the flack; I've learned to feint

and to attack, and never to surrender.

Finally, with both opponents and reinforcements fled,

I, too, retreat from conflicts to my supper pots

and softer words, to taps of love,

and surer fantasies.

no stanza break
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Why then, when I go to sleep with peace,

will hard-won order all unravel in chaotic dreams

until the new sun's golden reveille?
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Darkroom

As witches in a cavern chamber

Brewed hoof and hair and horn in potions

Belching from scarred poison-pots

Their muted magic to perform,

So I, secluded in my room

With crystals, liquids, gloves and tongs,

Concoct a magic of my own.

The dark contained, the light restrained,

Burning, dodging, solarizing,

Changing what I do not see

Into visions preconceived.

Put the paper in the pan,

Slosh the silver with the brew,

Stop it, fix it, water-wash it,

Till the chemistry's depleted,

And the print is hung, completed.
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The Isle of Skye

The moor spread its heather carpet

from the Coolins to the sea,

and all the fairies of that isle

were introduced to me.

The wind was strong with heather dust;

the sea was misty-eyed.

Those fairy wings and fairy lips,

diaphanous, lullabied.

I slept on that enchanted moor

more soundly than a child

and dreamed of all the fairies

by whom I'd been beguiled.

And now my heart with eager beat

longs to return to Skye,

to walk upon her hummocked heath

once more before I die.
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A Cache of Sermons

Carefully the pastor placed his sermons

in a cardboard box where, after his Sunday delivery,

the hallowed words would rest and gather import.

At some later date, he thought,

he would resurrect each text

to use again in some other town.

These sermons could thereby serve

several congregations, and more to the point,

ease his burden simultaneously.

When the cardboard box was full

of silver sermons of golden wit,

the pastor carried the box to his basement,

and in a neglected corner, out of the way

of his saintly wife, stashed his treasure

against the time he should be removed

to another parish.

Some years passed.

Three such cardboard boxes graced the basement corner

when his bishop sent him from his pulpit in Palisade

to one in Chappell.

The pastor returned to the basement corner

to remove his boxes for packing, discovering, dismally,

that invading mice had rent every sheet

of his holy labor, and had used the shredded sermons

/no stanza breaV/
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to line their nests.

"Obviously indigestible," the pastor mused,

"perhaps these sermons have been put to better purpose."

Thereafter the humbled pastor

prepared his sermons for use but once,

and used his only copy to ignite

his family's fire on Sunday eve.

And oh, the flame it threw.
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Teri's Doll

Some friendly ladies christened her E. T. Extra Teri.

She's five-foot-two though Teri's five-foot-four.

But there are other similarities. Each has blue eyes--

a brown spot dots the iris of the left--

and each has freckles and tiny, mound-pink lips.

Each has blonde hair cut in a shaggy style.

Mornings the doll sits at Teri's desk,

and though she does not operate computers

nor answer telephones, she smiles

her friendly greeting to the customers.

She doesn't speak a word

but causes other tongues to wag.

Some think she looks like Teri,

as she was meant to do.

I made them both, my daughter and her doll,

with love and close attention to details.

One I crammed with milk, meat, vegetables

and fruit; the other's stuffed with

polyester-fill. The doll was quickly

(and more easily) completed;

the human Teri never will be done.

The doll's felt heart is stitched with sentiment;

my daughter's heart is open, and only she can wield

the spirit-needle to close the wounds of life.
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Miles

There may be much to write about my middle son,

but I'm not the one to do it. He is my quiet one,

the one who locked himself behind his face

and dared me to discover him each day.

Most babies know to cuddle; he had to learn.

He was four months old before he reached for me

and wrapped his dimpled arms around my neck

and curled his spine to fit between my breasts

and arms. At nine months he learned to climb

the front-porch rail before he learned to walk.

I found him teetering there,

laughing at a world gone wild

as if he held such secrets which he,

and he only, knew to purge the madness

and set the course anew.

When he was eight or nine he made a button box

for me from a tobacco can, some art foam,

and a dab of glue.

The cardboard label's all that still remains

intact "Buttons," glued to the lid.

The art foam's gone; the bright green can

announces Sail in large and goldrimmed letters.

And sail he does, now that he's a man.

He is a mariner for Christ.
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My Design

I caught a churlish cricket, fat and black,

on a hollyhock, chirping to his God

about his right to grace my garden sod

and scent my crimson virgin with his track

for females to detect and follow back

to dally with him in the flower pod.

My lovely blossom and this hideous clod--

I plucked them both and put them in a sack.

What had that flower to do with art so black,

though she was scarlet as the letter A?

What power could impede that maniac

from steering cricket ladies to the sack

to sway and weigh them down and then betray?

I could, and did, and did it in midday.
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A Roll of Film

Sit with me in a blind of bush in Africa

in the yellow heat of the Serengeti plain.

Feel the torrid glare expose each cell,

watch the undulating grass lean toward

the humped horizon's mountain home.

Hum softly, and the sound stretches

to decay in silence in 50 yards.

And at 100 yards, watch a pride of lions

napping in the shade of scrubby trees.

Living creatures--you and I and they--

yet we, all, are harbingers of death,

unlike my black-box camera

inside alive with images, 24 or 36.
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Gramma' s No Longer at Home

Gramma's no longer at home on Franklin Street,

nor has she returned to the house on the hill.

She is--elsewhere.

No four-legged bird's been erased from the board,

no aroma of home-baked bread invades

the molecules of air about the now cold stove.

No blankets hang to warm above the register,

for there is no child to smuggle off to bed.

The phone-side rocking chair is still. The golden

apricots fall ungently to the ground,

unhampered by her outstretched kitchen apron.

Her large, black laughing eyes, closed.

Her pink print dress, discarded for the blue.

She lies--asleep, some say.

She is elsewhere with him,

and they with Him,
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Loss

To love is to lose,

for where there is no love

there can be no loss.

The presence of love makes loss real

and difficult to bear,

but where's the tragedy?

Loving and losing lie at the heart

of understanding life and death.

Love is, after all, the ultimate fact

of our universe.

We are not strangers here,

nor are we orphans, nor strays.

Earth is our home.

If we stand one day beside a grave

that's wider than the world,

if loss speaks plainly and with savage pain,

it's the price we pay for love.

But love's not bound to bodies;

love remains long after ashes blow away.

Rejoice in love which overpowers death

and brings to life dimensions not else known.

Love is all--ALL--

and those we loved and still love

we shall love anew and ever love.

/no stanza breah/
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Deeper than the sorrow loss permits,

stronger than the loneliness which prowls our parts,

more enduring than the desolation

which disconnects our dreams

is love.

Through loss love teaches us with tongueless tears.
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A Poem for Marc

My son,

who quaintly substituted sure for yes

when he began to speak,

who sang of fluffly bunnies when he was two,

who, when he was four, thought my labor prior

to his brother's birth the result of broken legs,

and who, two years later, fed that younger brother

cricket legs,

who, when he was older, sought to follow

where his pencil led,

who squandered seed as recklessly as nature,

who calloused his fingers for the love of jazz,

who drew circles with his life around his friends,

who loved and lost and learned to live with pain

without forgetting how to love anew,

who held me in his arms while dentist-drugged

and stroked my hair as if I were a pup,

who stood beside his brother as best man

and winked away the tears in my own eyes,

has become my teacher. My teaching days are done.

For now he has a wife, who will be more to him

than I can ever be again.
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Fatty Issue

There was a wise woman named Shirley

whose fasting was making her surly.

No matter what diet

her tummie cried "fry it"I

So she did, and she stayed rather burly.
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Taxes

I've paid all sorts:

gasoline, sales, luxury, sur,

amusement, wine, cigarette,

liquor, school, income, state,

old-age, poll, excise, pet,

highway use, property,

inheritance, proprietary,

stock transfer and

self-employment.

In short, I thought I'd surely paid

my taxes at all levels,

till applied I for my permit (poet's)

and charged was I with syntax (grossest).
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The Two of Us

We went up the creaking staircase

to a second-floor restaurant

which specialized in health foods.

Green plants hung from baskets;

sunlight graced the tables

in long and narrow stripes

from open, louvered windows.

We ordered salads with bamboo shoots

and bean sprouts. Only $3.95,

sun-tea included.

While we waited to be served,

my daughter folded her napkin

into seven triangles and said nothing.

I pretended not to notice.

I talked about some new white shoes

I'd bought and said that she might wear

them if she wished, but she did not reply.

I told her about a local doctor

who had had her hand severely mangled

when she' d tried to intervene between

her own two dogs intent on mating.

When she recovered, she exacted her revenge:

Lno stanza breakV
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she had her dog castrated.

(Perhaps she didn't know that castrated dogs

are rendered only sterile, not impotent.)

It seemed to me ironic. Poor dog, castrated

by a spinster doctor I Poor doctor,

bitten by her own frustrated dog.

But even humor failed to win response.

The waitress brought the salads and set

the plates on tan, jute mats. She brought

the tea with three lemon slices on a tray,

and a basket crammed with whole-wheat crackers--

the kind that taste like sawdust.

We ate amid my own frenetic chatter.

Finally she spoke i "I asked you out to lunch

because I want to tell you something. "

And she told me what I did not want to hear

and had already guessed.

Then I, too, fell silent.
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Forty--eight is not so great an age:

It's flabby thighs and added weight,

graying hair and flagging gait,

aching joints where lumps appear,

and eyes which won't read print, my dear.

Teeth don't decay, they die instead,

and root canals now line my head.

Children flee the nest to hone

the flinty edge of life alone.

My mate and I both stand aghast

to see how life is fleeting--fast.

But on the other hand, I find

I want to reach age forty-nine.
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Hysterectomy

I want to know why

my uterine lining suddenly decided

to invade my uterine wall.

I like myself.

I've made no conscious war on any of my body parts.

Even with accumulating fat I've made my peace.

So why in my gutty feminity

has this molecular army gone berserk?

I am denied intelligence.

His back to me, my doctor mumbles something about

"medicine's an art, not a science;

it cannot answer why's."

But he has a name for my enemy

adenomyosis. Schladenomyosist

What he means, I think, is that either way, I lose the war.

His way, the offending army is annihilated.

No treaty given; none accepted.

I am put to sleep; and when I awake,

the bloody battle will be over.

The victorious doctor wins $1000.00.
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Seasons

My spring was as a cork

floating in a web-spun pool,

pocked with blemished fantasies,

light with bobbing promises,

caught in a. slow eddy,

The summer following

was harsh with hot and arid winds

that dried the pool and scorched

my soul. God sparked my ashes

with His heated breath.

Autumn feathering of southward flight

leads me to leaves of twenty-pound white bond,

prompts my hasty grabbing at the stuff of life,

and stirs a wanderlust for distance

between a winding sheet and me.

Too soon the winter ice

will stop my breath, and it will hang

in vapor, without form, and

tinseled crystalets will dance

about atomic suns.
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Exploitation

Tom-tom beating, tom-tom bleating

"Dance to pow-wow, dance to pow-wow."

Children prancing past the tourists

crying, "Uncle, show us how to."

And I shed tears for children's feet

which did not fall in rhythmic beat,

for young adults too proud to dance

in such a morbid circumstance.

Squaws in colored anklets rushed to

make their faltering children bolder.

Drummers beat the ancient patterns

while the tourists' eyes grew colder.

My spirit wept for life destroyed

by flimsy bits of celluloid,

for Utes who tried to recreate

a life that we would terminate.

"Dance for peace and dance for harvest,

dance for rain and dance for glory,

dance for war and game to follow,

dance the deeds that tell a story."

stanza break
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The dance is done, the dancers fled

and I am in my motel bed.

o God, for what my race has done

to Indians, forgive this one.
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June, 1982

Not too close to the lip of the canyon mouth I sat, cross-

legged on the sterile earth, eight-hundred feet above

the desert floor. Bob was ambling back to where the

car was parked to fetch another roll of Kodacolor

film. It would take him twenty minutes to return.

"Don't hurry, dear," I shouted to his back, "I want

some time alone." I needed concentration for my

sunset shots. My large 500mm lens was mounted on my

tripod, the spraddled pyramid of steel a trinity of

shadows on the ground. I computed aperture and speed

and clamped the camera to the lens. Then I surveyed

the scene for best advantage.

The buff and barren bluffs contained sheer cliffs into the

wall of which the Anazai cut their homes. Several

dwellings faced each other across the chasm. I

thought I heard hallooing carried by the wind from

Indian ghosts inhabiting those balconies. The sweet

dusk breeze bloomed fragrant with the scent of pine

and moved with arid breath among biznagas. I moved

behind my lens to check the focus and the view, but

the beauty of the place arrested me. My mind fell

back in time, enchanted by the thought of how it

once had been.

Lstanza breaV/
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I saw two Indians alone atop the cliff, the setting sun

and I the only witness to their bronze embrace.

He'd trilled a certain call from his sheltered home

to hers: the signal for their meeting. Scrambling up

the ladders, both had emerged upon the mesa, running

to their tryst, an abandoned kiva near the place I

stood. They wanted privacy as much as I had once

when I was seventeen.

I watch. The parting sun leaves the mesa cool. He

builds a little fire to warm the girl who has

removed her robe, and under heaven's arc makes love

with her. 0 would I had a lover half so bold, who'd

woo me under gentle skies of night--we, too, two

love-companions in the lessened light.

I've had a civilized enactment of that scene. No camp-

fire, but before a hearth at home. The fireplace

stone was harder than the desert earth and smelled

less sweet. The ceiling fan above us then whirred

softly; but I saw no star, nor moon, nor caught the

fresh wind's blossom-fragrant scent. A radio was

playing "things go better with a coke," and I

wanted one. I could not feel a part of earth or

air--nor even part of him whose love I shared, for

no stanza brea/
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my backbone ached, and my mouth was dry. And so the

time was spent, and merely so--and so were we.

Now, chastized by a buzzing fly for my meandering

reverie, I see the sun has set. Bob's silhouette

advances in the afterglow.

I did not shoot one frame, but I lived another fantasy.

And who knows? Perhaps someday when I am weary of

the washing and the dusting and the meetings, he

will take me for a picnic to some secluded spot,

and under cover of a cupreous night beside a dying

campfire, play the Indian warrior to my maid. And

I shall learn if fantasy can then become reality,

or if the glare of realized dreams is nothing more

than mockery.
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Writ on the Day that Henry Fonda Died

f or Him and Johnny Steinbeck

He were an old fella, that turtle,

but when he come out of the grass

along about chapter 3, I think,

Steinbeck didn' treat him lightly.

Under his shell he was loaded with rockets

that lit him up in black and white

like white lights split the sky at night

at big-movie-shindigs in Hollywood.

And almost any fool who read the book

coulda seed hisself a-scratchin'

and a-rollin' with the wind and a-goin' on

no matter what--jist like that turtle.

Course Steinbeck died a good while back,

and now Hank Fonda's gone to glory, too.

He was Tom Joad, ya know. I saw the pitcher twicet--

oncet when I was a kid. I didn' know

why my ma was cryin'. She hugged me

and her tears splashed in my hair;

and I could feel her jerky breath

hissin' in my ear, so I cried, too.

Like the preacher said, when someone dies

a piece of cliff's done slipped into the sea,

and so a continent is lessen than it was afore,

no stanza brea/
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Well--with Steinbeck gone and Fonda, too,

I guess the USA has got a whole bit smaller,

and maybe darker, too. But a fella needs

a burnin' light to foller,

'cause a turtle eats an awful lot of dust.


